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Abstract
Office security is widely regarded as one of the most important issues facing businesses today. While traditional lock and key security has not been abandoned, a wide range of authentication methods are now being used
in the modern workplace, including key fobs, ID cards, and passwords. Unfortunately, these enhanced security
systems tend to inconvenience users, and can often be confusing and complicated, as well as leading to more
complex management and administration. Further complicating the situation is the threat posed by theft and use
of other people’s ID cards and passwords. NEC’s Facial Recognition Solution for Offices offers a comprehensive
suite of facial recognition products and services that allows companies to achieve a secure and convenient office
environment by standardizing intra-office authentication with facial recognition.
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tion simplifies authentication and maximizes convenience.

1. Introduction

Built around the NeoFace Facial Information Management

As the name implies, the Facial Recognition Solution

Service which allows you to use facial data, the Facial

for Offices is designed to enhance intra-office security

Recognition Solution exclusively for Offices incorporates

and improve intra-office convenience by linking a suite

NEC’s comprehensive suite of facial recognition products

of products that incorporate NeoFace — NEC’s facial

and services including the NeoFace Monitor for PC securi-

recognition AI engine. The core of NEC’s Bio-IDiom bio-

ty, NeoFace Access Control which unlocks security gates

metric brand, NeoFace boasts the world’s number-one

at entry/exit points, and the NeoFace Facial Recognition

authentication precision1).

System Introduction Package which allows companies to

Most companies today view office security as one of

easily introduce a facial recognition system. The system

their top issues and are taking steps to introduce a va-

is easy to install and can be up and running almost imme-

riety of authentication methods. As security systems

diately, reducing the burden on both users and adminis-

become more complex and multi-layered, employees

trators by replacing multiple authentication methods with

find themselves forced to use multiple authentication

facial recognition (Fig. 1).

means. For example, it is necessary to set different IDs
and passwords for different task systems and renew IDs
and passwords periodically. In many cases, different ID
cards are required for different applications. When an ID
card is lost, it becomes invalid and may take some time

2. Products and Services Included in the Facial Recognition
Solutions for Offices
2.1 NeoFace Access Control

to replace. The end result is that office security becomes
so much of a burden that users and administrators are

This product is an integrated facial recognition terminal that packages the software and hardware you need

tempted to avoid it altogether.
Designed specifically for office use, NEC’s security solu-

for facial recognition such as a face database, camera,
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NeoFace Monitor

PC logon
method

NeoFace Facial Data
Management Service

Enables sharing facial
data to be shared
between systems
NeoFace Cloud
GPS Linkage Service

Uses GPS to enable
users to punch
time clock from an
external location

Facial Recognition
Printing Solution
For printing
NeoFace Facial
Recognition System
Introduction Package

For door
entrance/exit

NeoFace Access Control

For flapper gate
entrance/exit
External
location

Fig. 1 Outline of Facial Recognition Solution for Offices.

ous traffic flow even at busy times of day when workers
are arriving to or leaving work (Photo 1).
2.2 NeoFace Facial Recognition System Introduction Package
This product is a package of services designed to facilitate construction of a system centered on a server preinstalled with facial recognition software together with
post-purchase maintenance services. It can also be used
for confirmation of arrival of VIP clients, for instance, in
addition to entry/exit control and employee authentication.
NeoFace is compatible with facial recognition using
not only an IP camera, but also using a Windows tablet,
Photo 1 Entrance control with NeoFace Access Control

making it possible to set up a very simple and cost-ef-

installed.

fective entry/exit control system. Since users can authenticate themselves by confirming their faces on the

and display panel in addition to a facial recognition en-

tablet, user convenience is greatly enhanced. As this

gine. It detects faces from face photos registered in the

product is compatible with thumb-turn locks which are

database incorporated in the terminal in advance, as

commonly used in offices, as well as electric locks, it

well as from video data captured with the built-in cam-

can be easily integrated with most doors without mod-

era. Authentication is performed instantaneously.

ification. This product is also provided with a smart

With this product installed at your office’s security

lock system called the Akerun facial recognition model

gate, you can use facial recognition to unlock the securi-

(manufactured by Photosynth) which can be mounted

ty gate, making possible hands-free entry/exit authenti-

on a thumb-turn lock door (Fig. 2). The provision of the

cation. As it is also compatible with dual-factor authen-

Akerun enables automatic unlocking of the door with fa-

tication, it can help prevent illicit entry and exit using a

cial recognition.

stolen ID card or another person’s ID card. The result is
significantly enhanced security.

In addition, this product features multiple interfaces,
so it can be linked with other systems. For example, by

Moreover, since employees can be authenticated with-

linking facial recognition entry/exit data with an atten-

out having to stand still in front of the camera, they can

dance/absence management system, you can effectively

come and go without delay, ensuring smooth, continu-

track your employees’ working hours by checking devia-
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movement to distinguish a human face from a photograph or video image. This system is also compatible
NeoFace Facial Recognition System
Introduction Package

with dual-factor authentication that combines password/
ID card confirmation and facial recognition. To enhance
security when a user is logged on and the lock is unlocked, NeoFace Monitor is also equipped with a continuous surveillance function that periodically performs
facial recognition during use and automatically activates

Back of the
door

the lock when necessary (Photo 2).
2.4 Facial Recognition Printing Solution

Akerun Pro

This solution uses facial recognition to facilitate user

Akerun
Remote

identification, something previously handled with ID
cards. A network camera installed near the printer captures the face of any user who requests printing and

Fig. 2 Configuration of the Akerun facial recognition model.

then, upon successful authentication, the printer executes the requested print job. Using facial recognition
technology enables printing systems to be secured with
hands-free authentication, eliminating the need to scan
ID cards and enhancing security by preventing users
from abandoning printouts near the printer or taking
other people’s printouts by mistake.
As a product, our solution has been achieved by
linking NEC’s NeoFace facial recognition engine with
CEC’s secure printing solution called “SmartSESAME
SecurePrint!”. In addition to the security features made
possible by facial recognition, this solution also offers
multi-vendor printer compatibility, location-free printing,
and printing log acquisition.

Photo 2 PC login screen.

2.5 NeoFace Cloud GPS Linkage Service

tions between entry time and exit time. This product can

service that provides facial recognition functions. The Neo-

be utilized in many other applications, as well.

Face Cloud GPS Linkage Service combines authentication

This service is based on NEC’s NeoFace Cloud — a cloud

using facial recognition on the terminal side (smartphone,
tablet, etc.) with GPS location information to accurately

2.3 NeoFace Monitor
This product uses facial recognition to enable users to
log onto a PC (Windows OS), unlock the OS, and log into

Starting the app

task applications.

Starting the camera
by tapping
the button

Facial recognition
activated. User taps
screen to “punch”
the time clock.

Time that clock
is “punched”
is registered.

Users no longer need to enter hard-to-remember
passwords every time they use a PC or PC application.
At the same time, administrators can easily track who
used which PC by referring to face data logs. This allows
them to confirm that users were legitimate users and to
avoid illicit use. In other words, using facial recognition
enhances security, while eliminating the hassles of conventional log-in methods.
To prevent spoofing, NeoFace Monitor incorporates
a movement detection function that checks for facial

Once the time clock has
been “punched”, user
authentication data is
recorded in

Fig. 3 Usage scenario of NeoFace Cloud GPS linkage service.
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capture user data about who, when, and where.
Not only does this system make time clock punching

Reference

obsolete, it also allows the company management to link

1) NEC Press Release: NEC Face Recognition Technology

to smartphones and other mobile devices to precisely

Ranks First in NIST Accuracy Testing, October 2019

track where and when employees are when they are not
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in the office — for example, if they are at a construction

al_20191003_01.html

site or doing an inspection assignment (Fig. 3).
2.6 NeoFace Facial Data Management Service
This is a cloud service that automatically enables collected face data to be shared between this system with
other facial recognition systems. The administrator can
confirm the linkage conditions for each facial recognition
system from the portal screen and set the scope of linkage for sharing.
This service gives managers more flexibility by making
it possible to determine which facial recognition system
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the scope of linkage. Thus, it is possible to set a management scope that matches management targets such
as visitors and employees with management departments such as information system and general affairs
departments.
We also support the construction of a link between
the NeoFace Facial Data Management Service and other
facial recognition systems, making it easier to quickly
introduce this solution.
3. Conclusion
NEC offers an array of facial recognition products for
various applications. Through the co-creation with our
partners, we are able to provide an extensive array of
solutions that integrate our facial recognition products
with our partners’ products. By providing our customers
with these facial recognition products and services centering around the Facial Recognition Solution for Offices
discussed in this paper, we will continue to enhance the
security and convenience that facial recognition systems
can provide.
* Akerun is a registered trademark of Photosynth Inc.
* Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in
the U.S. and other countries.
* All other company and product names mentioned are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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